
Some Really Strange and Creepy Bed Fellows at Caledonia
March 8, 2013
Detailed Report & Analysis

It's an interesting alliance.  Jews who traditionally don't eat
pork are now allying with some big Christian porcos who look
about ready for the Schlachthof.  One hefty boar even has his own
Royal medal.  While Israel threatens to nuke Iran, the poison
breathing Mark Vandermaas and Gary McHale are joining forces with
Zionists to attack Ongwehonweh people.

Make no mistake, these characters are not the persecuted that
they pretend.  Gary McHale just got the Queen's Diamond Jubilee
Medal.  That means he's a good colonial minion.  Gary would not
have gotten this type of award if he were not towing the party
line of genocide against Indigenous people.  Like his litter
mate, Mark, he twists words like "genocide" to make it sound like 
it's against him.  These punks are sucking up to the
self-centered, fake victims, the Zionists, who are determined to
depopulate the Middle East.

Israel has long had 200 to 400 nuclear missiles, many aimed at
Iran and the Ancient Persian civilization.  The CIA installed
Islamist fundamentalists to destroy Iran's secular society.  

Gary and Mark use Christianity, the fanatic, militant and
essentially colonial version, to clobber their listeners into
supporting Israel.  Waddle Along Gary is adept at using the old
guilt trip on Christians who are people who feel unloved by the
Creator and unworthy of Love.  Such hangups make these people
dangerous.  They need an underdog to vilify and attack.
 
Mark Vandermaas introduces Israel Truth Week - March 5-6 2013 
The Israel Truth Week second annual conference was held in
Hamilton just this week at the Victory international church. 
Some videos are already online while the full 2012 toxic show is
available on youtube.  Watch at your own risk.  Mark Vandermaas
introduced the event at a February JDL Jewish Defence League
conference in Toronto.

"Radical Left and Racial Policing at Caledonia"
Mark Vandermaas is famous for using inflammatory terms and
misleading descriptions of events.  He claims he was "charged for
trying to put up the Canadian flag in a public place."  He claims
wildly that "native militants destroyed caledonia, put people in
hospital (2007 false Sam Gualtieri allegations)..." etc.
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Mark has no problem with making wild and unfounded public
allegations which are often proven to be false with no retraction
or further coverage in the mainstream media. Mark Vandermaas, a
real estate developer on 6 Nations territory, surmises,
"Caledonia is the front line in the struggle against the extreme
left who use Palestinian militants as pawns for their own
anti-capitalist agenda just as they use Six Nations extremists."  

Vandermaas denounces "anti israel groups that hate israel".  He
provides a list,  "IAW israel apartheid week, cupe, caw, steel
workers, anarchists, marxists, communists, all in caledonia". 
Mark says, he and whomever are "fighting israel's enemies."  He
boasts that he has had "native militants prosecuted...cops
charged, julian fantino charged for threatening elected
officials...other cops for obstructing justice....mischief.."

Near the end of his talk, Mark names some of the speakers for the
upcoming event.  After his fawning references to Meir "Teenie
Weenie" Weinstein, he then smoothly says "'they' drove to London
and provided security...they are coming to Hamilton to provide
security for free."  

It is impossible to make out the names.  Who is he talking
about??  The Jewish DEFENCE League??  Wikipedia tells us,
"Weinstein is a trained bodyguard and served in the Israel
Defense Forces."

Last year, Weinstein urged attendees to gather at the Israeli
embassy.  With upcoming protests later this month, is he bringing
in some thugs to stir up violence again??  Whenver a protest is
organized to protest a protest you know trouble is brewing!!

The "Israel Big Lies" event is raising funds for a childrens
hospital in jerusalem.  What a piece of cheap pr.  

Mark self righteously talks about "rule of law", "law applied
even handedly".  Knowing little of our shared history, he doesn't
understand that we are not easily led or provoked.  We have
learned from past experience how NOT to be used.  We are careful,
thoroughly analytical thinkers.  

Missed the Mark Mark doesn't understand how OPP and other
colonial police forces do not have legitimate jurisdiction over
Indigenous people.  They are using heavy handed methods to
interfere in our lives.  Since the 2007 Ipperwash report, the law
enforcement minions are somewhat on eggshells but only as far as
their public image is concerned.  The secretive war against
Indigenous people continues.
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Mark uses double speak and twisted rhetoric.  It is like having
poison poured into your ear.  

Israel Truth Week 2012 - Mark Vandermaas
Gary and Mark called the first "Israel Truth Week" conference
last year after jews were allegedly "intimidated" at Western
University  (hamilton) during Israel Apartheid Week IAW events.

Mark Vandermaas says he opposes "anti semitism".  He likes to
talk about his Dutch parents resisting Nazis during WWII and how
he himself was a peacekeeper in Egypt.

At the 2012 ITW event, Mark spoke vehemently about how he met
with David B. Harris, former CSIS director.  He told Harris,
"Caledonia is a national security issue".  

Being an ex military man, his opinion would carry some weight.

Mark has a go at everyone he can think of, "native militants are
being aided by a coalition of anarchists, radical unionists and
radical anti israel groups, led by Tom Keefer of York University,
Toronto and CUPE local 3903".  

He's entitled to his nasty opinions but when he tells out and out
lies, we have to question why he gets away with it.  His rhetoric
includes constant references to "native radicals...mohawk
warriors...akin to hells angels...organized crime, cigarette
running, weapons...warriors murdered...and access to weapons."

Mark states that "Mohawk warriors murdered quebec police corporal
Lemay at Oka [and were] at Ipperwash...which led to the death of
Dudley George...."  

Hold on now.  Mark blames Mohawks for the death of Dudley George
who was killed by OPP sniper, Ken Deane.  Vandermaas makes a
completely false statement about the murder of Paul Lemay which
remains an unsolved case.  A few facts need to be reiterated
here.   

Lemay was shot and killed by a single bullet that entered his
side from behind.  The besieged Mohawks were in front of him. 
They could not possibly have shot him.  The bullet was a police
issued calibre.

Following the crisis, Lemay's widow went to Kanesatake and met
with Mohawks.  She told them she did not blame them for her
husband's death.  She told them how he had been on an assignment
at the time to investigate other SQ officers for selling weapons
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to Natives.   A big scandal was about to hit SQ Surete de Quebec
Police when the Oka crisis started in 1990.  

It subsequently came out that Ken Deane died in a single car
accident on Hwy 401 shortly before he was to testify at the
Ipperwash Inquiry in 2007.  His obituary revealed that he had
been present at the Mohawk Oka Crisis.  Did Ken Deane, a highly
trained sniper, assassinate Corporal Lemay??  Many nagging
questions remain.

Vandermaas rants on about, "Anarchist Black Cross Federation and
the Fredonia Anarchist Federation which has donated money in
support of cupe activities in Caledonia...Palestinian flag with
Mohawk Warrior flag". 

Gary McHale and the queen's Diamond Jubilee Medal
Gary McHale got a big medal from Queen Lizzie last month.  He was
rewarded for his relentless attacks on Indigenous at 6 Nations on
the Grand River.  The Canadian Taxpayers Federation CTF nominated
McHale who is executive director of CANACE Canadian Advocates for
Charter Equality.   CTF's head guy says, "McHale and CANACE have
documented numerous instances where the Ontario Provincial Police
have stood down in the face of native provocations while acting
aggressively to curtail the activities of non-natives who have
objected."  

That's one version of events.  We have another that seldom gets
heard.  We have previously written about and referred to the CTF
as a vociferous anti Indigenous group.

The very biased Brantford Expositor article continues, "CTF is
one of dozens of groups across Canada contracted by
Governor-General David Johnson to recommend Diamond Jubilee
recipients. CTF was authorized to submit 36 names but ended up
nominating 33."

"On Monday, president Troy Lanigan said the CTF board of
directors decided it wanted to nominate people who have blown the
whistle on waste while insisting on transparency and ethical
behaviour from government."

CTF's main thrust is aimed at band councils "transparency", not
the corruption of their local Canadian MP's or the PMO.  CTF
strategy is to manipulate the outrage of taxpaying working people
who are forced to give up significant parts of their wages as
taxes.  CTF teaches Canadians to vilify Indigenous people.
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McHale huffs and puffs, "This medal sends a strong message that
the OPP and all political parties should take note (of). 
Citizens will not surrender their rights and freedoms on the
altar of political correctness."

Preacher McHale urges, "Resist the persecution of jews....use the
laws...to turn the tables."

With incredible duplicity and arrogance, Gary claims to follow
Martin Luther King Jr. "techniques of non violent
resistance...they try to get us to react with violence...we've
been smeared as racist and white supremacist...rely on the law,"
he advises.

Hamilton's chch tv posted a pretty feeble note on their web site
about  "outraged Six Nations Chief Bill Montour. He's going to
return his jubilee medal to the Governor General. Montour says he
doesn't want to be part of an award that also recognizes McHale
as someone who has made a significant contribution to Canada."

What was that about “phoney indignation”?

More Gary McHale - Israel Truth Week 2012 
The rotund Gary is a preacher but he sure aint Friar Tuck.  He
uses the intonations of a preacher and a lot of repetition.  It's
a form of hypnotism.  He uses extensive biblical quotes.  McHale
wants to explain to his flock the importance of the jewish
people.  He says Christians are "unnatural branches added to the
olive tree which is the Jews.  We get our nourishment from the
tree...God will come and trim the branches..."  Gary has
difficulty breathing as he quotes JESUS.  

Then he exclaims, "sharia law is around the corner...mcguinty
himself entertained the possiblity of bringing sharia law
...what's happened in caledonia....riot in london...outrage..."  

Gary gets pretty worked up, "...rioters...imagine if you were
forced to show native issued passports to leave and return to
your home...imagine... because you believe you have rights...it
gets worse...police, government, politicians, media, believe
it's.ok, native thugs were justified...race controlled everything
police officers did...under oath testifying they received orders
to identify race...if native, release them...nonnative, arrest
them..."

Gary must sweat like a hog, "Not one church leader has taken a
stand...[compares to] southern states where white churches
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remained silent during violence committed by kkk..."  

McHale is trying to distance himself from white supremacist
ideology by denouncing the KKK and claiming to adopt the values
of MLK.  What a ridiculous fraud!!

Sun Media, Completely Onside Media 
Sun Media is a huge supporter of the anti Indigenous Caledonia
squatters and their alliance with Zionists.  

Mark Vandermaas who often gets on Sun Media, says,  "i'm one of
the caledonia 8 along with gary."

The commentator, Michael Coren is clearly sympathetic, even
ingratiating.  Mark refers to "radical anti capitalists using
native activists... the never again group came to stand with the
caledonia residents....iaw goons came to shut down israel
groups..."

The imperialists' greatest fear is an Indigenous/settler 
alliance.

Meir Weinstein and the Jewish Defence League 
Meir Weinstein was a speaker at Israel Truth Week 2012.  
Wikipedia says, "On October 5, 2011 on the Michael Coren show it
was revealed that the Royal Canadian Mounted Police had launched
an investigation against at least nine members of the Canadian
JDL in regards to an anonymous tip that the JDL was plotting to
bomb Palestine House in Mississauga.  Meir Weinstein reported
that many members of the JDL were interviewed extensively, at
home and at work and suggested that the RCMP was surveilling
their activity. Weinstein denied that the plot existed and
accused the RCMP of political bias."

Meir Weinstein says the "purpose of the jdl Jewish Defence League
is to expose threats to israel".  

He constantly refers to "this pernicious evil...radical
islam...radical islamists...here in Canada, various organizations
support the Muslim Brotherhood...the duty of every Muslim to kill
Jews...if Iran is attacked, there will be attacks on jews and
their supporters in Canada."

Weinstein proudly asserts, "we train people in our community
...physical training for security purposes...[he urges] attend
our rallies to speak out...Iran is threatening to cut off the
flow of oil...by intercepting vessels in the straits of
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hamuz...israel is discovering oil and gas...and will be major
producer...keep the faith...the enemy tries to instil fear but
never back down..."  

It sure looks like Weinstein is inciting violence.  The
word,”enemy” is dehumanizing.  “Fear” is exactly what he feeds
on.

He's getting more indignant, "13 million jews in the
world...facing an islamic world of 1.3 billion, and we're not
intimidated...a March 30 announcement out of Iran, world wide
march to Jerusalem to converge on borders of israel... to take
over israel by force...supporters to gather at embassies world
wide to denounce israel and call for destruction of israel...We
are going to be outside the israeli consulate, 180 bloor st west,
3-7 pm in Toronto.  Similar rallies in Montreal, London, England,
and other European groups..."

That was last year??  What about this year?  Is Meir trying to
work up a mob again?  Or just trying to win an acting award??

In a 2008 Front Page Magazine interview, Meir says things like,
"...We're advocating a strong Israel and a Jewish Israel. We
don't believe that's racist. On the contrary, we believe we're
being backed into a corner. We're the ones being targeted by
bigots; bigots who target the Jewish people. We will be taking on
those who question our right to self-defense. We will be drawing
people's attention to the 800,000 Jews from Arab countries who
were kicked out, and had their belongings confiscated. With no
apologies.

The interviewer, Dave Gordon asks, "How will you draw people's
attention to these items?"

Meir confidently answers, "We will be mounting a campaign and
picking [picketing?] the offices of CUPE Ontario [a union who is
boycotting israel], on a regular basis. Another way is that the
Hamas and pro-Hizbollah and anti-israel demonstrations in the
future, we will be there countering them, to nullify their
message, and to draw attention to the Jews from Arab lands who
were refugees.”

Meir and Gary go to the same “rah rah” classes where they learn
to manipulate words and kiss big bum together.  Meir tries to
teach Gary some martial arts.  The only thing Gary can do to
defend himself is sit on people and scream bloody murder.  
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Meir continues, "Israel needs to flex its security muscle. The
land of israel belongs to the Jewish people, not the Arabs...The
land of israel is larger than what we have right now. But that
doesn't mean you initiate a conflict to seize additional Jewish
land. Israel should be ready to hold on to every inch of land
that they have right now. It belongs to us.  We're not seeking an
aggressive war to seize more land, that really historically
belongs to us".

That’s quite the mouthful of devious double speak.  Meanwhile,
the 2013 IAW Israeli Apartheid Week Toronto runs all day every
day until March 10.

Whether or not street protests will take place remains to be
seen.  There's a lot going on, it's hard to process it all. 
People need to keep your cool and continue the hard work of
critical analysis.  We Indigenous are to avoid being used. 
Spring hasn't even sprung and we're wondering about another long
hot summer.

Kittoh

Notes and Sources

TORONTO   Ryerson Israeli Students Association
March 14, 2013, 6:30pm - 9:00pm, doors open 6pm
EVENT: Author Salomon Benzimra, P.Eng. of Canadians For Israel's
Legal Rights, co-founder of Canadians for Israel's Legal Rights
(CILR), presents: 'The Jewish Peoples' Rights to The Land of
Israel'
VENUE: Ryerson University, Kerr Hall South, 2nd floor, Room 239;
enter through Gould Street.
Ryerson Campus Conservatives logoADMISSION: Free
SUPPORTING SPEAKERS:
1. Mark Vandermaas, Founder, Israel Truth Week
2. Goldi Steiner, Chair, (CILR)

http://israeltruthweek.wordpress.com/2013-conference/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkyN4N5jLMM&feature=youtu.be"

http://www.brantfordexpositor.ca/2013/01/28/mchale-to-receive-jub
ilee-meda
News Brantford-Brant
McHale to receive Jubilee medal 22

Mark Vandermaas introduces Israel Truth Week - Hamilton March 5-6
2013 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fn0myNnVpWo

Israel Truth Week 2012 - Part 1 - Introductions and Mark
Vandermaas.mp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS_HpbKpdwM

Gary McHale Receives the Queen's Diamond Jubilee Medal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQyYX60TC_A

Imperial Minions, Transparent Rednecks and Dirty Drawers
January 11, 2012
http://www.storm.ca/~kittoh/Imperial_Minions.pdf

More Imperial Anti Indigenous Propagandists
February11, 2012
http://www.storm.ca/~kittoh/More_Propagandists.pdf

Write for ONE, Write for ALL - Anti Indigenous "Journalists" and
the Canadian Media, 02/09/2012
http://www.storm.ca/~kittoh/Write_for_One.pdf

Where does Tom Flanagan think child porn comes from? 
http://www.ipolitics.ca/2013/02/28/where-does-tom-flanagan-think-
child-porn-comes-from/

http://www.chch.com/home/item/11418-jubilee-medal-protest
Wednesday, January 30, 2013
Jubilee medal protest

There's been a protest over the awarding of a Queen's Diamond
Jubilee Medal to activist Gary McHale.

The thought of McHale receiving the medal has outraged Six
Nations Chief Bill Montour. He's going to return his jubilee
medal to the Governor General. Montour says he doesn't want to be
part of an award that also recognizes McHale as someone who has
made a significant contribution to Canada.
McHale has been very vocal, protesting the police handling of a
native land claim dispute in Caledonia. McHale was recommended
for the medal by the Canadian Taxpayers Federation.

http://www.sunnewsnetwork.ca/video/israel-truth-week/149458464000
1
IS Israel Apartheid Week an Excuse for Hatred 

See the full list of speakers ITW 2013 
http://israeltruthweek.wordpress.com/
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http://israeltruthweek.wordpress.com/2012/03/07/sun-tvs-michael-c
oren-re-israel-truth-week-vs-iaw-the-resistance-has-begun/
SUN News TV, 'The Arena' w/Michael Coren, March 07/12:
'Israel Truth Week' [VIDEO, 9:33; YOUTUBE]

The Never Again Group (NAG)  quote from Hamilton spectator
Editorial so this rag is on side too:
 
http://www.thespec.com/opinion/editorial/article/478284--counteri
ng-demonization-of-israel
"The fact is the war on terrorism is a global struggle involving
Canada. Almost every country in the world is affected by
terrorism. Tomorrow's and next week's newspaper will contain new
outrages, in many cases excused or even enabled by apologists
among us.

"Moral inversion and historical revisionism have become the new
tools used by the left to blame ourselves for all the ills in the
world and give real terrorists an easy excuse to keep targeting
Western civilization." 

http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=31804
The Jewish Defense League Returns to Canada By: Dave Gordon
FrontPageMagazine.com | Monday, July 28, 2008
An interview with Meir Weinstein

Israel Truth Week 2012 - Part 9 - Meir Weinstein - Jewish Defence
League.mp4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GURWFjDu-HU

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meir_Weinstein
Meir Weinstein
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Jump to: navigation, search

Meir Weinstein (also known as Meir Halevi, born Marvin
Weinstein[1]) is the national director of the Canadian branch of
the Jewish Defense League (JDL).

In May 1995 Meir Weinstein and US JDL leader Irv Rubin were
caught and apprehended by police[8] while trying to break into
the property of Ernst Zündel, a Holocaust denier. No charges have
ever been laid in the incident.

George Galloway
In 2009, Weinstein's JDL issued an "open letter" to the Canadian
government calling on British MP George Galloway to be barred
from entering Canada. The government did so and Weinstein
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appeared on Channel 4 News to debate Galloway over the issue.
During the interview, Weinstein accused Galloway of being a
"proxy agent" of Hamas and Hezbollah. When Galloway stated that
he would be speaking in Canada through "other means", electronic
if necessary, Weinstein threatened that "we will see to it that
the Canadian government will be monitoring every individual and
organization that will have anything to do with it" and that he
and the JDL "will be looking into these organizations that
invited him. their links to terror groups as well" and that he
will "see to it that the Canadian Government will be monitoring
every individual and organization that has anything to do with
George Galloway".[12] CBC pointed out, that Meir Weinstein
himself was a spokesperson of the Kach Party in 1994 despite the
Kach Party being on Canada's branded list of terrorist
organizations. Weinstein denied that he ever was a member of the
Kach party or Kahane Chai, insisting he was just the spokesman.

Final Note
This is just how absurd, these word twisters can get:

http://rabble.ca/babble/international-news-and-politics/zerbisias
-and-farbers-t-shirt
And this is what Mark Steyn has to say:
Quote:

    Last year in Toronto, the head honcho of the Canadian Jewish
Congress, Bernie Farber, got into the spirit of things and
marched in the Gay Pride Parade wearing a T-shirt emblazoned
"NOBODY KNOWS I'M GAY." Also entering into the spirit, the
Toronto Star's Antonia Zerbisias wrote tongue-in-cheek of
Bernie's little jest: "I didn't know he was gay. Not that there's
anything wrong with that."

    Whereupon, after consulting with fellow CJC execs, the
apparently non-gay Mr. Farber sent a formal letter of complaint
objecting to the Toronto Star falsely identifying him as gay,
notwithstanding that he himself had been the first to falsely
identify himself as gay. Needless to say, the Star's publisher
pompously reprimanded Miss Zerbisias for an item that "fell short
of the Star's standards of accuracy."

    My default position in any dispute between Canada's most
zealous supporter of speech censorship laws and the Star's leftie
feminist is that of Henry Kissinger on the Iran-Iraq War: "Can't
they both lose?" But, in the great Queer Tee for the Straight Jew
showdown, I was inclined to side with Miss Zerbisias. It's hardly
her job to calibrate the precise degree of Mr. Farber's peculiar
combination of opportunism and insecurity.
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